WILMAR

POOL PERFORMANCE
2017-2019 SEASONS

Wilmar offers a range of pricing, pooling and payment options for growers that
includes individual grower Forward Pricing and managed pools.
We understand the importance to growers of innovative and easy to use
products, professional advice and service, low fees and charges, and strong
overall net pool price performance.
We encourage growers and their advisors to regularly review and understand
their GEI marketer’s performance.
Continuing our commitment to full transparency and service, we have produced
a comparative analysis of Wilmar’s and QSL’s pool price performance and
associated marketing fees for three crushing seasons.
For more information,
contact Wilmar’s Grower
Marketing Team.

PJ GILEPPA
Townsville
0437 297 978

CHRIS WINSHIP
Herbert & Burdekin
0437 669 118

FRANCO ZAINI
Herbert
0419 476 770

ANGUS MCKERROW
Proserpine & Plane Creek
0419 238 536

YOLANDA HANSEN
Burdekin
0439 002 240

TANIA DALTON
Townsville
0438 176 335

POOL PRICE PERFORMANCE
All pool results are shown on a Net Pool Price basis (i.e. after
the deduction of all marketing fees and costs) and expressed
in $/tonne IPS. For Wilmar pools, the Net Pool Price includes
the relevant Allocation Account Amount and the Default
Advances Finance Charge while for the comparable QSL pools,
the Net Pool Prices are as published by QSL and include the
relevant Shared Pool component. Please note that the 2019
season Net Pool Prices are calculated based upon actual pricing
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As much as possible, the Wilmar and QSL pools are “like-forlike” comparisons. However, it is important to note that no
two pools are absolutely comparable as they might operate
over different time periods or according to different price risk
management strategies.

Wilmar Production Risk Pool and QSL Harvest Pool
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undertaken, as well as the current ICE#11 prices and AUD level
for any tonnage where pricing has not yet been undertaken.
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Footnote: It is important to remember that the Wilmar and QSL pools may not be managed the same way and may have different risk profiles. For example, during the 2017-2019
period Wilmar has not needed to sell and price any of the Production Risk Pool tonnage in order to manage storage constraints in the terminals. Accordingly, marketing and pricing
has only occurred when these activities do not risk selling or pricing more sugar in the pool than could remain after any potential downside risk to the crop.

Wilmar Managed Pool and QSL Actively Managed Pool
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Wilmar US Quota Pool and QSL US Quota Pool
Net Pool Price ($/t IPS)
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NET PREMIUMS AND COSTS
All marketers manage the ICE#11 price component of their
various pools separately from the premiums and costs
associated with the sale of physical sugar. These premiums and
costs are bundled together and then applied on an average
per tonne basis to the Gross Pool Price of a particular pool to
determine the Net Pool Price for that pool.
Depending on the balance of premiums (e.g. physical and
polarisation premiums, etc.) and costs (e.g. freight, storage
and handling, financing of futures positions and advances,

insurance, marketing costs, etc.) the bundled net premiums and
costs can result in either a revenue or a cost - this is a measure of
the net cost performance of a GEI Sugar Marketer.
The following charts compare the net cost performance
of Wilmar’s two managed pools with the comparable QSL
managed pools. In Wilmar’s case, the net premium and costs
are equal to the sum of the relevant Allocation Account Amount
and Default Advances Finance Charge and in QSL’s case they are
equal to the Shared Pool.

Wilmar Production Risk Pool and QSL Harvest Pool
Net Premiums and Costs (A$/t IPS)
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Footnotes:
1.
QSL’s figures do not include the Loyalty Bonus it pays to some growers nominating GEI.
2.	Wilmar’s figures do not include the Nomination Bonus of up to $4/t actual that has been offered to eligible growers in 2019. Note that the cost to Wilmar of providing the
Nomination Bonus will never negatively impact the net pool price as it is not a cost or fee that Wilmar passes to growers.
3.
Wilmar’s figures include the Allocation Account Amount plus the Default Advances Finance Charge.

Net Premiums and Costs (A$/t IPS)

Wilmar Managed Pool and QSL Actively Managed Pool
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Footnotes:
1.
QSL’s figures do not include the Loyalty Bonus it pays to some growers nominating GEI.
2.	Wilmar’s figures do not include the Nomination Bonus of up to $4/t actual that has been offered to eligible growers in 2019. Note that the cost to Wilmar of providing the
Nomination Bonus will never negatively impact the net pool price as it is not a cost or fee that Wilmar passes to growers.
3.
Wilmar’s figures include the Allocation Account Amount plus the Default Advances Finance Charge.

MARKETING SERVICES COSTS
All GEI marketers seek to recover sugar marketing costs,
either by way of deduction of actual costs or by deduction
of specified fees or charges. What’s important to a grower is
that all marketing costs are applicable to the level of service
being received on an individual grower basis, are fully and
transparently disclosed, are subject to independent audit and
are as low as possible and competitive.
As explained above, both Wilmar and QSL marketing costs
are included in the bundled total of net premiums and costs
represented by Wilmar’s Allocation Account (plus the Default
Advances Finance Charge) and QSL’s Shared Pool. The
marketing costs include those charged by third parties such
as: storage and handling, advances finance charges etc., and
marketing services costs such as the internal administrative
costs associated with grower pricing teams and IT systems.
Wilmar’s marketing cost structure is designed for maximum
transparency and certainty for growers. It is based on recovering
costs charged by third parties on an ‘actual incurred’ basis, as
well as internal marketing service costs on a fixed fee basis. By
contrast, QSL recovers all of its marketing costs on an ‘actual
incurred’ basis via its Shared Pool.

Wilmar’s two marketing service fees are:•	The Marketing Services Charge which applies to all GEI
tonnes marketed by Wilmar. This charge was set at a fixed
fee of $2.50/t actual ($2.41/t IPS) from the 2017 season
when the new industry marketing arrangements were
enacted. It approximated the typical charge incurred by
QSL during the seasons prior to 2017. This fee has increased
by CPI, to $2.55/t actual for the 2018 season and to $2.59/t
actual for the 2019 season, in accordance with the terms of
the Pricing & Pooling Agreement (PPA).
•	The Discretionary Pricing Mechanism Administration
Charge which applies to any tonnage nominated to a
Discretionary Pricing Mechanism. This has been set at a fixed
$2.00/t actual ($1.93/t IPS) for the 2017-2019 seasons and is
a fully-disclosed fee to reflect the additional workload and
systems associated with Forward Pricing and the Wilmar
Managed Pool.
The following charts show Wilmar’s marketing services
fees against the comparable Shared Pool cost components
published by QSL.
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The information in this information sheet is general information only and does not constitute legal, taxation or account advice. Wilmar
Sugar Australia Limited ACN 098 999 985 and its related bodies corporate (Wilmar) do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the
information in this information sheet, in particular the accuracy of any forecasts, estimates or QSL results and charges. The information
sheet is based on information available to Wilmar at the time of publication which may change, in particular with respect to forecasts.
You should seek your own independent legal, taxation or accounting advice prior to making any decision based on the information
in this information sheet. To the extent permitted by law, Wilmar excludes all liability in respect of the information contained in this
information sheet, any implied guarantee or warranty in respect of this information sheet and any decision based on it.

